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Regarding spelling rules, which of the following words is inaccurate?

fatter piece desirable beleive

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

................... usually change the parts of speech of the words without changing their meanings.

prefixes suffixes roots stems

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which item is a characteristic of a good study program?

studying alone stydying hard

being realist studying in the library

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the word "momentary," the suffix "-ary" is a(n) ................. making suffix.

adverb verb noun adjective

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word cannot be mentioned as an example for use of prefix?

international organization

misunderstanding predestined

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Concentration depends on your ................

interest time grades job

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

TOEFL is a good example of .................. exams.

subjective teacher-made essay-type standard

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is not a kind of reference book?

encyclopedia pamphlet atlases biographies

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is an example of a verbal clue in the note-making?

If Ca Re e.g.

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Words which substitute for other words and refer back to ideas that already have been expressed

are called ...................

phrase reference topics examples

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ability to see words on either side of the point at which your eyes focus is called a

(n) ....................

peripheral vision vocal reading

reading speed proof reading

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The kind of paragraph organization which starts from a general statement and moves to particular

details is called ................. organization of the paragraph.

deductive main general inductive

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Titles of ............. are printed within quotation marks.

newspapers plays magazines short poems

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Analyzing the organization and relationship of ideas is the purpose of outline in .....................

concentrating reading studying writing

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The kind of writing that you will mainly be concerned in your studies is called ......................

writing.

narrative prescriptive expository descriptive

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All the following refer to the level of usage except ...............

formal or informal slang or colloquial

poetic words specific dialects

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following words has the primary stress on the first syllable?

decade decayed contribute necessity

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does the "topic sentence" of a paragraph include?

general statement paragraph pattern

main idea paragraph development

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In footnote writing, ................... are printed in italics.

the author's name titles of the books and articles

place of publication date of publication

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

You are allowed to write notes in the native language just as a(n) ..................

clarification emphasis clue both a and c

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Lexicography is particularly concerned with .....................

encyclopedia pamphlet bibliography dictionary

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The results of an examination are used for all the following purposes except ...................

measurement of your memory power grades

review analysis of the mistakes

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which of the following statements is true about the idioms of a foreign language and their

appearance in a dictionary? 

They generally appear under the main words

Their meanings are often clear and guesable 

They are not often used in a written language

They are usually listed as independent entries

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following activities is advised in preparation for an examination?

Avoid fatigue by eating regularly and getting enough amount of sleep

Take some time to review the material with your friends before the exam

Try to reread the textbook and memorize the main points before the exam

Try to study as strictly and accurately as possible to the last minute

24-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is correct about subjective exams?

The judgment of the teacher can not influence the correction

The students' results are reported as a standard score

Your teacher is able to evaluate the quality of your opinion

Each student has an equal chance

25-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The most important consideration in making notes is ..................

acknowledgement of sources

reciting to yourself the important points

asking yourself questions based on the material you have surveyed

what to write about and what not to

26-

1.

2.

3.

4.

You can choose one of two different ways of outlining which depends on its ..............

purpose and subject purpose and length

teacher and time time and subject

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following dictionaries should we avoid if we want to have an effective study?

ESL abridged dictionaries British English dictionaries

Persian- English dictionaries synonym- antonym dictionaries

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The number of catalogs in the library depends on all the following except the number

of  ......................

books in different languages reference books used 

authors for each book translated edition of book

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The most common form of making a note is probably a(n) ..................

questions and answers microfilm making

outline summary

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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